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From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring in and sending to friends (or keeping for

yourself!)These clever postcards feature beautiful drawings fromÃ‚Â Lost Ocean, illustrator and ink

evangelist Johanna Basford's magical journey beneath the waves. Color in the cards to bring to life

shoals of exotic fish, curious octopi, and delicately penned seahorses, and then share the magic

with your friends - that is, if you can bear to part with them! Each postcard is an invitation to an inky

new world hidden in the depths of the sea. For pirates, mermaids, and undersea explorers of all

ages.
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PRAISE FOR JOHANNA BASFORD'S COLORING BOOKS"The colorists have a queen, and her

name is Johanna Basford."Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬â€•New York Magazine"Consider trading in your yoga mat for

a set of markers and peruse the gorgeous gardens of Basford's

imagination."Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬â€•Huffington Post"Artist Johanna Basford is at the forefront of the grown up

coloring trend. Her whimsical artwork just makes us want to drop all our responsibilities and color

forever."Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬â€•Hello Giggles"This is a breathtakingly beautiful coloring book, full of detail,

whimsy, and possibilities. Inspiration invades at the turn of the first page and is guaranteed to

capture the imagination and attention of any artist young and old."Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬â€•The Children's Book

ReviewÃ‚Â 

Johanna BasfordÃ‚Â is an illustrator and ink evangelist who prefers pens and pencils to pixels. Her



intricate, hand-drawn illustrations are loved the world over by those who have colored in (sometimes

more than once) her bestselling booksÃ‚Â Lost Ocean,Ã‚Â Secret GardenÃ‚Â andÃ‚Â Enchanted

Forest. Johanna is a graduate of Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design in Dundee. She

likes sugar mice, floral teacups, peonies, and bumblebees. Visit her online at johannabasford.com.

I love these. They come in a new packaging, kind of. It's like this added attached piece to the

booklet which is cute. I added some more photos for you guys.

These are heavy, stiff postcards using a number of the designs from the "Lost Ocean" coloring

book......but even smaller! Have a good pencil sharpener, and use it often!I do love that these are

smaller, stand-alone designs. Some are all-over that extend to the edges of the cards, but many are

a single motif centered, and leaving room for an impressionistic background.Given the smaller

sizes, too, I am less tempted to get crazy obsessive with individual cells, and shading and blending.I

am having fun with these!

These are actual post cards with address lines and stamp outline on the back. The card stock is

heavy - about the same as an average postcard - so should take markers with little or no bleed thru.

However most of the designs are so small and intricate that they are best suited to the finest tipped

markers or gel pens. People that have trouble coloring very tiny areas would likely have trouble. The

36 cards are unique and wonderful. Useful for all occasions!

I love Johanna Basford's work. I fell in love with the lost ocean coloring book so I got the postcards

for a smaller quick coloring fix. The designs are the same from the book. In some postcards the

design is a close up of a section of the original. However some postcards are the entire picture from

the original book but shrunk. For these postcards the coloring spaces are quite tiny. I have fine tip

markers but some of the areas are micro. The postcards are a nice thick card stock. Overall

satisfied. Happy coloring.

Looooove these postcards! The lines and spaces to color are a lot more thin than the regular sized

coloring book, but that's to be expected. It was still do-able with a sharpened color pencil or, I used

a .3mm tipped Staedtler pen, and it worked great. Love the art work and the post cards are good

quality. Only complaint is that they're a little bit smaller than an average postcard which makes it

tough to write a lot on the back... but I love the quality and pictures enough to buy this again for



sure!

These images might be small but they are detailed beautifully. Joanna Basford is my favorite artist

for adult coloring. The postcards do not take extra postage.

i got these to color and write a short letter to my granny... i thought that she would like the

brightness and the color as she was in end stage dementia... they are the same drawings as the

book, just smaller..... sometimes the tiny detail is a little hard to see and color but over all one can

never ever go wrong with Johanna Basford's work... loved it.

These designs are beautiful however they are way too small. I purchased for a grandfather and 8

year old granddaughter to work on and neither would have enjoyed doing them due to the intricacy

of the designs. You'd simply be making a lot of dots with the finest color markers available to

complete some of these. Not appropriate for my intended audience.
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to Prison Oceanography in the Tongue of the Ocean, Bahamas, B.W.I.: a report on oceanographic

observations in the Tongue of the Ocean between Fresh Creek, Andros and the western end of

New Providence 
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